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You may have heard the phrase “candidate-driven 
recruiting market” tossed around a lot lately, but 
what does this phrase really mean?” Let me see if I 
can shed some light on the subject for you.

The unemployment rate is falling, and job growth 
continues to improve. According to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, there were 5.4 million job 
openings in the U.S. in April of 2015; the highest 
number in 15 years. The year end projections for 
job growth are at a record high as well. In Career 
Builders 2015 Midyear U.S. Job Forecast, it was 

indicated that during the 2nd half of the year, nearly half of employers (49%) plan to hire full-time, permanent 
staff. The result of these two trends is a candidate-driven recruiting market.

In a candidate-driven recruiting market, employers are adding jobs more quickly than candidates are joining 
the job-seeker pool. Or stated another way, there are far more open positions than there are qualified  
candidates to fill them.

A strong onboarding process is an essential part of ensur-
ing employees feel supported and ready to do their job. 
Focusing on getting new hires get up to speed as quickly 
and accurately as possible can help reduce stress caused by 
understaffing and an efficient electronic onboarding system 
can help keep the entire process consistent and eliminate 
potentially costly paperwork errors.

How can you use this information to better
your recruiting practices?

MANAGE YOUR  
EMPLOYER BRAND

The following are just a few ways you can get better recruiting results in this difficult, candidate-driven market:
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Passive candidate is a term used to refer to candidates who 
are NOT actively seeking new employment. While they are not 
actively seeking a new position, that doesn’t mean they’re not 
interested in hearing from you about a new opportunity. Perhaps 
this opportunity allows for more career growth or development 
than their current employer can offer. Perhaps the opportunity 
eliminates a long commute, or offers better compensation or ben-
efits packages. These are all reasons passive candidates might be 
interested in hearing from you. In this market, you will have very 
limited success posting a job to a job board and waiting for great 
candidates to come knocking on your door.

SEARCH OUT PASSIVE 
CANDIDATES

Depending on the size of your business, it may be time to 
engage a recruiter. There are two options: agency recruiter 
or corporate recruiter. A corporate recruiter is great for larger 
companies with projected high-growth or high-turnover in the 
future. Corporate recruiters add a significant overhead cost that 
should be evaluated carefully, but a corporate recruiter can be a 
great asset to your organization offering expertise in recruiting, 
while still having a very in depth understanding and insight into 
your company culture, mission, and vision. An agency recruiter 
is an outside recruiter that is dedicated to helping clients hire 
difficult-to-fill or high level positions within their organization. 
Agency recruiters are specialized in recruiting and offer an  
expertise that not every hiring manager has. Agency recruiters 
can reduce the time it takes to fill a position as well as eliminate 
the need to over-extend your internal staff that might be  
spending precious time on a task they are not ideally suited for.

ENGAGE A RECRUITER

One of the most important tasks relating to recruiting and 
staffing today is the idea of retention. As important as 
dedicating focus to your Employer Brand, now more than 
ever you should be dedicating focus to retaining the great 
employees you have today. You will likely spend less money 
and less effort retaining staff today than you will replacing 
them. The cost of turnover is very high as well as being highly 
disruptive to your basic business functions.

RETAIN THE STAFF 
YOU HAVE!

Don’t be discouraged by the challenges presented by a 
candidate-driving recruiting market. With a focused efforts and a 
good understanding of the recruiting landscape you will be well 
equipped for adding top quality staff to your organization.

If you’re interested in assistance with your recruiting efforts, 
Emplicity Search can help! Our seasoned recruiting consultants 
understand the challenges of hiring impact players for high 

growth, small, and mid-size businesses. By thorough analysis of 
your opportunity, future vision, and corporate culture, we create 
compelling employment propositions that resonate with top  
candidates whose professional motivations align with yours.  

To learn more you may contact Brandy Burbridge directly at 
bburbridge@emplicity.com.



Your Dedicated HR Support Center
With Emplicity’s team of experts behind you, you can manage  
with confidence. With a dedicated HR Business Partner, plus HR  
Generalists and Specialists in various disciplines, you have all the  
support you need.

Cloud-based HR Technology & Support
MyEmplicity connects your entire organization with employee self- 
service and reporting capabilities to keep you productive. Enjoy  
Emplicity’s streamlined cloud-based technology and support with 
integrated payroll processing, time & attendance management, and 
our automated new-hire and benefits enrollment solution, KickStart™.

Better Employee Benefits
Emplicity’s large-group platform features health, dental, life and 
retirement plans that top-performing employees demand today. We 
partner with quality providers, including Anthem Blue Cross, Kaiser 
Permanente, Lincoln Financial Group, and Transamerica Retirement 
Services, so your employees are provided access to the best-in-class 
provider networks - plus we take care of the paperwork!

Worker’s Compensation & Liability Protection
Maintaining sustainable levels of profitability requires an infrastructure 
of risk management and liability protection. With Employer Shield, 
our experts will provide you with the controls and measures to insu-
late you against the perils that threaten a safe and productive working 
environment.

As your PEO provider, Emplicity offers top-tier benefit policies for your  
employees and relieves you from the burden and hassles of HR Management, 
labor compliance, payroll, and more. 
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